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SALES CIRCULAR No. D-34/2006 
From 
  General Manager/Commercial, 
  DHBVNL, Hisar. 
To 
  All CEs/SEs(OP)/Xens(OP)/SDOs(OP) 
  JEs-I/Incharge Sub offices in DHBVNL 
 
  Memo No. Ch- 34 /SE/Comml./ R-16/46/2005 
  Dated:  8.8.2006 
 
Subject:- Procedure for making cases for theft of electricity and 

unauthorized use of electricity under EA-2003. 
 
  This is with reference to sales Circular No.D-43/2005 and D-

44/2005, vide which detailed instructions were issued for framing the cases of 

unauthorized use/theft of electricity  under EA-2003.  However, the perusal of 

progress of detection of theft of electricity cases and subsequent proceedings in 

the various courts reveals that the cases are not being properly framed and 

documented for trial in the court.  With regard to inspection and checking of 

premises by the authorized inspecting officers of the Nigam, following additional 

guidelines are laid down for entering and inspecting the premises. 

(a) The authorized AFM and JEs and other raiding parties of operation 

wing shall have to undertake the inspection of the premises on the 

basis of some reliable source of information regarding dishonest 

abstraction of electricity by the consumer, any information relating to 

tampering of meter or any conclusion drawn from consumption or load 

survey data of the consumer.  The applicable basis for the checking 

shall be recorded in the checking book to be maintained by concerned 

authorized inspecting officer. 

(b) The concerned JEs/AFMs shall obtain prior written permission from the 

concerned SDO (OP) before raiding and inspecting any suspected 

premises. 

(c) The inspecting/raiding party shall compulsory fill up the checking report 

indicating the site conditions, connected load etc.  For the purpose, the 

concerned SDO (OP) shall individually issue the LL-I form for each 

case to authorize AFM/JEs. 

(d) The inspecting officers/officials should take along themselves the 

digital camera/video or any other recording device with preferably 

having the facility with date and time stamp for recording the complete 

events during the checking of premises.  While inspecting and 

checking the premises, the raiding party or the inspecting team shall 

record the whole event after reaching the premises and up to leaving 

the premises through Video camera/digital camera.  The authorized 



Inspecting Officer shall keep one CD with him and hand over one CD 

to Assessing Officer. 

(e) The evidence of dishonest abstraction or artificial means should be 

photo graphed and seized and taken in to custody and memorandum 

of seizure should be prepared. 

(f) The signature of the consumers and other persons on the site, if 

available, should be taken on the checking report and memorandum of 

seizure.  In case of refusal by consumer, the same should be pasted 

on his premises and a photo graph be taken.  Further, the copies 

should also be sent through registered post also. 

This should be brought to the notice of all concerned for careful and 

meticulous compliance.  
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